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METASTABLE IMMERSION WITH THE NORMAL BORDISM
APPROACH

C. BIASI; D.L. (JONCALVES* ANI) A.l\'.M. LIBARDI

ABS'I‘RAC'l‘. Let f : M —) N be a continuous map between two closed n-manifolds

such that f. : H.(M,Zz) -—-> H.(N,Zz) is an isomorphism. Suppose that. M immerses

in lR,"+k for 5 S n < 2k. Then N also immerses in lR"+k. We use techniques ofnormal

hordism theory to prove this result.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we are concerned with the following immersion problem:

Let M and N be closed smooth connected n—dimensional manifolds and let f :

M —> N be a continuous map. Suppose that M immerses in an+k, for some k, with

5 S n, < 2k. Under which conditions on f does N immerse in lli’H'lc ?

L

For the special case where f is a homotopy equivalence between M and N, if M

immerses in lR’H'k for some k 2 [721] + 2, Glover and Mislin ([GM]) proved that N also

immerses in lll,"+k. They also proved that in the case where M and N are connected,

simple, orientable and closed smooth manifolds and the 2-localizations M2 and N2 are

homotopy equivalent, if M immerses in lR'H'k for some k 2 [g] + 1 then N immerses

in IRn+2(k/2]+ l.
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Later, Glover and Homer ([GH1],[GH2]) proved the same. result under weaker hy—

potheses on M and N, for example, nilpotent manifolds in ([GH1])(in fact they (‘on—

sitlerml the more. general problem where M immerses in another manifold.)

In our work we do not require that M and N are nilpotent manifolds and in ours

results the dimension of the space where M and N are immersed is better than one in

([GM]). We use a normal bordism approach to investigate this problem. We prove the

following main results:

Theorem A: Let M and N be closed smooth connected n-manifolds and let j : M —> N

be a continuous map such that

f., : [{i(M,Zg) —> H;(N,Zz)

is an isomorphism fori 2 0.

Then if M immerses in an+k for 5 S n < 2k. so does N.

Theorem B: Let f : M —) M be afinite regular covering of a closed connected smooth

n-manifold M.

M ~Suppose 7r = fli—d—z-l: is of odd order and operates trivially on H.(M, 22). Then if
./#7T|(M )

M immerses in an+k for 5 S n < 2k, so does M.

Theorem C: Let M and N be closed smooth connected n-manifolds, f : M —) N a

continuous map and H = f#7r|(N). Suppose the inclusion i : H —) 7r|(N) induces

immo'lphisms in homology with 22 coefficient, the index [1r|(N), H] is finite and odd,
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and 1r,-(N, M) is odd Lars-ion group for l < i 5 n. Then if M imnwrscs in llt"+kfo7'

5 S n < 2k, so does N.

un'" 'o[lurw'mir'izq mtrae'dflnfta 4 sé’dti'cinsf " ln‘sieé'rfion“ We lieV‘i‘éW"illn'é"N6"riiai Bd'r‘dié‘ffi

ineory. In section 5 we proot lneorems A and b. In section tour we show that

for a family of spaces, larger than the family of Nilpotent spaces, we can replace the

homology hypotheses given in Theorem A by the correspondent one in homotopy. This

is proposition 4.1. Finally in section 5 we analyze algebraic conditons in terms of the

fundamental group of the spaces, in order to have an isomorphism of homology with

Z2 coefficients. Then we proof Theorem C. Finally we give an example where we have

an isomorphism in homotopy modulo finite odd groups but isomorphism of homology

with Z2 coefficients doesn’t happen.

2. NORMAL Bonmsm

Let M be a closed smooth n-manifold and let X be a connected smooth (n + k)-

manifold.

Let us consider h : M —-> X a map with dimu = k + 14, for 1.” large. Here u denotes

the stable normal bundle of h.

Then by Hirsch [H], h is homotopic to an immersion if and only if there is a.

monomorphism from M x [RP to u or equivalently if and only if geom dim(u) S k.

In ([l\’2],[l\’3]), Koschorke defines an invariant. wk(l/) G Sl,,_k_|(M x 1)" ,¢) which is

an obstruction to the existence of a monomorphism from M x [Rf into u.



We recall that d) : Am (u—E’l) — TM is a virtual vector bundle over M X I""‘, where

/\ denotes the canonical line bundle over the real projective space I)“ and Qn_k_l(M x

I"”’,(/)) is a normal bordism group. For the delinition and more details about normal

bordisin see ([K1] or [S].)

So geom dirn(u) S k“ if and only ifwk(1/) = 0, provided 7: < 2k. ([l\'2],[l\'3])

Salomonsen [S] defines a vector bundle 7TM : lN/k(\ll) —) M such that. the existence

of a cross section 3 : M —> Vqu’) implies that geom dim(\11) S k. Here lIl is a

virtual bundle over M. In order to study whether cross sections exist we. consider

(WM), : Sl,,(l7}C(\ll),’1"/l4”) —> Q,,,(1l4,7'.’\4”), where TM“ is the virtual vector bundle

'I'M — 5”. We note that if geom dim(\l/) S A: then (WMLis onto. We also can considcu'

the following exact sequence, for 5 S n < 2k ([S]).

(n ff—E' nnevhwifi'zwfilil‘ (inf/mime Mizgng x'15"'*',¢')'—> i

The mapping" 7M is deliued by the construction of the sequence and (I) = ~l7l — A: —

I)/\—/\C")\l/+I/V".

Let [M] = [M,1M,tM] E Sanl/LTIVIU) be the fundamental class of M where

tM : TM he 6” E” 6" if TM

is the isomorphism which interchange l'actors. If we consider ‘ll = /L*'I'.\' — 6k <1) TM,

we have that 7M[M] = wk(i/).

For the next lemma we recall that I”(q) is the monoid of degree I or —I pointed maps

of 5”! and I" = UF(q). For a connected linite (‘W complex X, let a E [.\', BF] be a.
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stable hmnlle over X and we define up as the composition of a and the canonical map

BF ~—+ (ff/7)” where (EFL, is the p—localization of BF ( p prime or U).

7' (lvnotes the Thom complex and C is the class of all torsion groups where the

torsion is odd.

Lemma 2.1: Lei _[ : M —> N In a mapping brst'wun closed (:onncrlul sumoth 71.-

77uuu]01ds such that

’\.§ '. : [Ll/11,22) —> II,~(N,Z-2)

is (LN. 1.9077707'711113777 f07'1
:

12 G.

Ilun 1m hum:

ll]; : S27,(/Vl,f”/'NU) —) $2,1(N,'/'N“) is (L C— ifs-077m777/17fs7n.

2)_/’*(/12) : (12, where a 2 HM and H 2 UN (17's the std/7113 normal bundle 017157- JVI (Lizd

N, ‘I'f’.9])fi'(‘f.i‘l)fi'l}j.

Proof :I) Let 1,9 = 6" — TN he a. virtual bundle over N. We observe that 99 E’

(E" — TN)’l>(I/Nlk+i_ UN“) 2 (E" (H UN”) — (TN 1} UN”) : (57‘ Ha UHF) —- E"+k+', for P

large mu] l/N+ ’(l('notes the stable normal l)|lll(ll( ol N Let us (lenoteFE11 MN |)v /.i"

where p : n + I: +1.

The Thorn‘s construction gives the following isomorphisms:

Qz (M —/H“) 3172+,,( / (./"(/f))) = fli+p+:(7'(€' “P f'(/f))



(i

and

“AN. 41”) a“ maad’f'ie" m in).

Now the proof follows as in the proof of Lemma 2 ([S]). D

2) We prove this lemma using the same techniques of ([GM]) in the proposition 4.1‘

Let us define 0 E [M, BF] by 0,, = up, 1) 75 2 and 02 = f‘Wz). We observe that for

p 75 2, Twp) is .S'—reducible, because up : (ramp.

Since j} is an isomorphism for i 2 0 we have that (T(_/"‘/J)lz and (NM)? are ho-

”1onequivalent. But (Tr/w)» : (TL/“um? = (Tums = (mm and since W)
is H- reducible, it follows that T(()) is S-reducible at 2. Therefore TM) is S-reducible

and by proposition 5.(i([Sp]), we have that (7' = (x.

3 Pnoors or Trmoinams A AND B
L

Proof of Theorem A: Let us consider the following commutative diagram

9,1(l7i.(\llM),./"'I'NU) (" $1,1(VL(\PN),'I"NU)

lot), a, Q
$2,1(M,_/"’1'N”) L, $2,1(N,TN”)

ln, L, K) lvN

sz"_k_,(M x Imam)
l l

(WN).
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where the vertical exact sequences are, ohtainul from (I) and G. and IQ. are given in

[S], WM 2 6"+l‘ — TM Elj 6k and WN : 6”+k — TN 67‘ 5k. We observe that (71'th is the

induced map of 7rM in normal l)()I'(llSll] groups with virtual hundle _/'*7'N“.

Since f. is a. C— isomorphism by the Lemma 2.1 , there exists an odd number (1 such

that

f, . [N] = f,(:1:), for some ;1,' E Qn(/\/I,./"TNU).

ll we prove that (”ii/1). is a, C—epimorphism, then there exists an odd number /.'2 such

that /.’-), - :r = (7rM)*(y) where y E Q,L(l7k(\l/M), TM”).

Using the (tonnnutative diagram We have that (TrN)_G'.(;l/) = f,(7TIM)*(’.l/) = j;(/’2-.r) :
142~/’,[N] and so [52 -/{1 -7N[N] = 0.

Since the elements of the image of ‘yN have order a power of 2 and f"? - l”, is an odd

numlmr, 7N[N] = (l and N in'nnerses in lllnfl'.

Then all we need to prove is that if M innnerses in lll,”‘+"' then (fliwlt is a C—

epimorphism and this is what we will do .

We recall that (y = l/M and [3 : I/N as in the Lemma 2.1.

We use the following commutative diagram equivalent to the top (zonnnutative dia—

gram ahove.

ll;?f+,,(7'(./"/?)) n;;+,,(T(/3))

(”t/l- L K) (WN),

“Apr/rm» L “Apr/rim

where N denotes the pull hack of [i by 7rN.



W’e ohserve that

(Tt/Wlh = (7'(f*/f2))2 =(T((12ll2 = (TU-Uh

A
where the second equality is given by Lemma 2.1. We also have that (T(f’“/3))2 :
(TU/ilk, where 3 denotes the pullback of a by TrM.

n+kNow, if M immerses in IR. then

(m). :$2,1(hi.(WA4).YEW”)—>S2,L(M,'1'/Vl”)

is an epimorphism and then

l*l;?+,.<<T<a)>2i a ll§+,,((7"(a))z)

is a. C —(-,pimorphism or equivalently llfi+p((T_/"/;)2) —) ll;f+’)((7'f*/f)2) is a C—epimorphism

and the result follows. L [1

Proof of Theorem B: If 7r has odd order and since the coefficient group of the

homology group is 22, the divisihility condition of ”l’ln—rorem 10.8.8. ([llW]) is satisfied.

'l‘hvr<-‘l‘ore HAM, 22) z [LN/1,22) and the result l'oIIOWs by 'l‘heorem A. D

4. APPLH'ATioNs

'l‘hroughout this paragraph We will consider M ,N connected closed and smooth

71—inanil'ohls and f: M —> N a continuous map.

Let us consider the cases:

l- f 15 ”(1 homotopy equivalence.
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. M and N are nilpotent orientahle and f is such that the induced f) : A42 —+ N2

from the 2-localizations Mg of M into N2 of N is a homotopy equivalence.

M and N arc C—nilpotent manilolds and f is such that

firm :7r1(/l/I) —> 7r|(N) is a C-epimorphism

and

f#i I TrilM) ——) Tr,-(N) is a C—isomorphism

for i < n, and a C—epimorphism for l : H. For details about nilpoteut spaces sec

[IIMH] and lor C-nilpotent spaces see [U2].

. f : M —) N is such that

j; : 7r,(M) —> 7r1(N) is an epimorphism

and

ILL!!!
: mlM) —) 7r,-(N) is a C—isomoi'phism for i < n and a C—epimorphism for z' : nu.”

. j is an orientable map such that

_/; : 1-1i(114,Z)—> Hi(N,Z)

is an isomorphism for if 2 l). where Z denotes the twisted integer coellicients ovm'

M, respectively N, associated to wl(M), respectively w|(N).

hi all the cases above We have that if M immerses in lR"+k for 5 S n < 2k, so does

N. Under the hypotheses of cases I or 2. the result follows immediately from 'l’heorem

A.



H)

For the third and the fourth cases, We use the Proposition 3.5 ([G2]) and 'l‘heorem

l.l (lliUl), respectively in order to show that j; : Ill-(M,Zz) —) Ifi(i’V,Zz) is an

isomorphism for i Z 0. So by 'l‘heorem A the result follows.

The last case follows by fl‘heoreni 3.5 (lAl).

The 'l‘heorern B has an interesting consequence:

Corollary 4.1: If H;(M,Z-2) = U or 22. for all i, and 1] (J is an odd 01'dcr group
. . .. , . . . M

mine/1 (Lets freely on. M Hun i] M inmurrses m lli"‘+l‘ for 5 S 71, < 2k, so does 7 . E]
J

5. THE MOD 2 HUM()I,()(:Y IsomoinunsM CoNDrrioN

in this section we will assume that _/}# - TQM/I) —+ 7r,-(N) satisfies the hypotheses:

./',-# is a. C—isomorphism for l < if < n, C-epimorphism for i z n, C-injective for i = l

and the index [7r|(N),‘/'1#(7r1(/l/I))] is finite and odd. We. will study the question of to

deride when the map j : M —> N among two closed n—dimensimial manifolds induces

j}. : II,~(M,ZZ) —) Ifi(/\’,Zg) an isomorphism for (l S 17 S n. We will also provide an

example where this does not happen. As before. C stands for the class of all torsion

groups where the torsion is odd.

Proposition 5.1. (n’ivcn / : M —> N as above, ”LE/T is a finilr (toner p : N —-> N and

[T
N

n li/Ying / l sur'h l/uLI 7”- : II,(/W. 12) —-> ”AN, 12) is (”l i501”,orp/iism for

{El}.

Proof: Let TV— he. the cover whieh eorri—fspondiug to the subgroup ./'|#(7T1(1W)) and 7 a.

lift of f. Hy 'l’h(vtoreni H of [BC] the result follows. C]
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Corollary 5.2. If fir/14,22) = 0 or 22, for all i, then if M immerses in IR"+’° for

55n<2k,sodoesN.

proof: This lollows from Proposition 5.l and Corollarv 4.1 [II

For the next proposition let us consider the commutative diagram

a L N

N _p_. N

1\'(n|(N),i)—”—- I\'(7r1(N),l)

where 77, N are the universal covers of W, N respectively and K(71', 1) are Eilenberg-

MacLane “spaces.

- Proposition-5.3; The induced lioinomoriJhisms u}.":"H.-(7Vfii;i"—'>"fi.'('N.'Z.,i are iso-l

morphisms for alli 2 0 if pf~ : H;(7r1(N),ZQ) —) H;(7r|(N), 22) is an isomorphism for

all i Z 0, where H. means group homology.

~ ~Proof: SinceNand IV are simply connected and 17# : 7r,~(N) —) 7r,-(N) is C—isomorphism

for i 2 0, we have that fig. : H;(_/\7,Zg) —) H;(N,Zg) is an isomorphism. Now we

consider the Serre spectral sequence of the fihrations and the induced map. By the

spectral mapping theorem, the result follows. I]

Remarks:

0 l The converse of proposition 5.2 is also true, but will not be used here.



o 2 This Proposition generalizies the Proposition 10.8.8 of [HW].

Prom now on let us denote H = 7r|(7V_-.), G = 7r1(N) and j : H— i—> G the inclusion.

We have that the index [G,l’l] is odd.

Proposition 5.4. The hmnamm-phism j;. : H;(H,Z2) —> Hg(G,Z2) is epimorphism

for i 2 0.

Proof: It is equivalent to show that the induced map in cohomology is injective.

Then we consider the composite of the corestriction with the restriction (See [W])

T : Hi(G,Z2) —+ Hi(H,Z2) —) Hi(6',Z2), which is multiplication by I,” = [G, H]. Since

/’ is odd this is an isomorphism. So follows that the first map is injective and hence

the result. Cl

Corollary 5.5. If G is finite of order odd, then H;(G’, Z2) = 0, i > 0.

L

Proof: We take H the trivial group. By Proposition 5.3 follows Hi(G,Z2) = U, i > 0

El

Proof of Theorem C: The result follows directly from Propositions 5.1, 5.2 and

Theorem A. D

In general one can not expect to have ji, : H;(H,Z2) —) H;(G,Z2) isomorphism for

all i > O.

Ekéxhfiie 5.6 (Algebraic). Let us consider the following extension 0 —) Z 619 Z (41)

Z —> G —) Z3 —) (l where the action a.) : Z3 —) Aut(Z {B Z Hfi Z) is given by
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E A ,— II p—- OOP—

O

0 and the extension corresponds to the nontrivial element of
(J 1

112(Z;,, Z (i) Z (b Z) x Z3. That H2(Z3,Z {E Z d) Z) 2 Z3, it is a, standart calculation

using“ [M] chapter lV Section 7. So let H = Z El." Z ‘_l;? Z.

VV‘e‘will ucé the Lynclon-Hmchcchild-Serre cpectral eequence, in order to compute

H.(G,Z2). The E2 term is Egfl = 11,425” H,,(z e z 69 z; In).
So

0 q 2 4

HP(Z3, Z2) q = 0,3
p'q

”Ala, Zz (3d 12 65 12) (1 =1

Hp(Zg,ZgfilfiZz€lflZQ) ([=2

1 1 0
where the local coefficient is given by w1(1) = 1 0 0 and

0 0 l

1 0 0
'w2( l) = U 1 1 , lor the cases (|=l, (1:2 respectively.

0 l 0

Again, using [M] chapter lV section 7, we get

22 P = 0



M

where the action w is either w] or tag. 50 we get

22 * = 0,3

H—(G, 22) = H,(H, 22,6922 es 22) z 22

H2(H, 22,6322 69 22) z 22.

Remarks:

0 1 It is not difficult to see that the group G is not nilpotent but it is certainly

infra-abelian.

o 2 If to : Q ——> .S'L(n,Z) has the property that the reduced action wg : 62 ——>

I‘ll/(75,22) is nilpotent, then we have that H,‘(Z'lf - - - ~lfv Z, Zg) ——> H;(G,Zz) is

an isomorphism for all i , where G is any extension oil Z dy‘ - - - dj Z by Q G C with

action w. By [G1] Proposition 5, we have that tag nilpoteiit implies necessarily

that LUZ it is trivial, since every element of Q‘is torsion of odd order. Now by

Theorem lX.7 of [N], we can conclude that £02 implies w also trivial. This means

that the hypothesis w2 be nilpotent is not stronger than u) is trivial.

Example 5.7 (Geometric). Finally we will show how to realize geometrically the Ex-

ample 5.5. For let us consider any action w : Q —> Aut(Z<}_> - - ' fl) Z). Consider the

action of Q on IR", Q x IR." —> IR," given by the linear transfornriation which have ma—

trices w(Q). This action certainly induces an action on the Torus T" = S" x -- - x S]Mwhich we. also denote by w. Now let M be a manifold where Q acts freely. So there

7

is a free action Q x T" x M —> T" x JV! given by (q,m,y) —) (q - w,q - y). Therefore,

we have the. map T" x M —> ”SM, where Tné‘M is the orbit space, which is a finite

regular cover of a compact manifold.



So we get a short exact sequence

T"><A4
1—)7f1(TnXM)—)7T1<——Q——> —)Q—)1

which is

l—>Z"ea7r1(M)—>G—)Q—>l

T" x M
where G = 7r1 (T). Now we apply the above procedure for the Example 5.5.

For let to be the action given by the upper left corner 2x2 submatriz of the 3x3 matriz

given in 5.5. Let M be the circle 51 where Z3 acts freely by rotating of 120 degrees.

So we get a finite cover T3 —) N where the three manifold N has homology given

by H,‘(N,Z2) z 22 for 3 Z i 2 U. Certainly H;(T3,Zg) —) H;(N,Zg) is not an

isomorphism for all i and the result follows. Observe that H1(N,Z2) z 22 for 3 2 i 2 0

which is the same as the H‘(RP3, 22), where RP3 is the 3-projective space. It is not

hard to show that the cohomology ring structures of these two spaces are different.
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